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To what extent do you feel empowered to hold library 
colleagues accountable for outcomes or recommendations for 

action resulting from assessment projects?



Not at all 
empowered

Very 
empowered
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This is what an overwhelmed colleague looks like.
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“Thank you for your cute assessment project, but we’re too 
busy to improve anything.”

“Before we decide to take any action, we must first solve the 
existential crisis of libraries in the 21st century.”



We bake accountability into our assessment projects.

1. Define the purpose for the 
assessment project up front          
(“to improve X...”)

2. Close the loop on assessment 
projects by using an assessment 
project response



Status Check:  2016-2017 Academic Year 
Assessment Project Outcomes (n=55)

    Complete               In-Progress              Not Started       Changed Our Minds         
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Which is the most common reaction you receive when you 
invite colleagues to work on an assessment project with you?



"I can confidently support this project, as long 
as I don't have to do too much work."

“Why would you even ask me that?"

"I have some ideas! So glad you asked!"

“But I'm so busy. Fiiiiiiine."

"Good luck with that!"

"Um, no thanks."
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23%

16%

10%

6%

0%



This is what our team looks like.



We make teamwork work well.

1. Look for colleagues who want to learn a new 
skill or have assessment-related strengths

2. Set expectations for time-commitments with 
a solid plan that we can stick to
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Which of these images best captures how you feel about 
conducting usability studies for your library's website or 

other online platforms?
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Fear--how do I start? How 
do we go about it and 
what do we do with 
results?

I am a hunter on the 
prowl for data.  Roar!

Full steam ahead!

The cat seems to be thinking. 
I often wonder if I know 
what I am doing. 

Because I know there are 
good things that can/will 
come out of the assessment 
but I also fear those results.

We need to swoop in on what 
people actually want

I feel like I know a thing or 
two about how to do it, but 
only a thing or two! I'm 
hesitant because I feel like 
there's a lot more I have to 
learn in that area. 

...went with this because 
we often find out more 
than just stuff about 
usability...crafty, like a…



This is what our usability data sets looked like.







We make the process (and the data) work for us.

1. Reduce recruitment headaches through 
partnerships

2. Anticipate how we want to report the data, 
create a form to capture what we plan to use
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This is what Excel “magic” looks like.

“I'm feeling so proud of myself!!  I just created a 
pivot table using LibAnalytics data and then a 
clustered column chart (which is something I 
could not have done 2 months ago.)”



We host workshops to boost time-saving skills.

1. Use tools that are already familiar, and build 
on skills that staff already have to “expand 
the menu”

2. Use data sets that are relevant to day-to-day 
work
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What is the most frustrating challenge to supporting a successful culture of 
assessment at your library that you wish you could overcome?



Distrust - that somehow the results 
process will result in them losing a pet 
project/initiative/thing that they do



Everyone wants to do what they feel most 
comfortable doing, and they want those activities 

to go unexamined. 



Fear of assessment: that it’s hard, that 
results will be used against them. 



Personnel feeling territorial. 



People are territorial and are afraid they will look 

bad and it will be held against them.



This is what building relationships looks like.

Colleague 1:  “Should we go get doughnuts?”

Colleague 2:  “yes.”



We dedicate time to difficult conversations.

1. Practice a difficult conversation by anticipating objections, 
concerns, arguments and develop questions to unpack these 
statements further (not counter-arguments)

2. Focus on identifying a mutual interest that we can achieve 
together
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